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Matching Markets

• Markets - an example of network-structured 
interaction between many agents

• Matching markets model:

• people may have different preferences for 
different kinds of goods

• how prices can decentralize the allocation 
of goods to people

• how such prices can lead to social optimal 
allocations
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We think about markets as a prime example of network-structured interaction between many agents. When we consider markets 
creating opportunities for interaction among buyers and sellers, there is an implicit network encoding the access between these buyers and 
sellers. In fact, there are a number of ways of using networks to model interactions among market participants, and we will discuss several of 
these models.

Matching markets have a long history of study in economics, operations research, and other areas because they embody, in a very clean 
and stylized way, a number of basic principles: the way in which people may have different preferences for different kinds of goods, the 
way in which prices can decentralize the allocation of goods to people, and the way in which such prices can in fact lead to 
allocations that are socially optimal.



Bipartite Matching Problem
• Bipartite graph - all nodes divided into two 

categories, and each edge connects a node in 
one category to a node in the other category
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Bipartite Graphs. The model we start with is called the bipartite matching problem, and we can motivate it via the following scenario. 
Suppose that the administrators of a college dormitory are assigning rooms to returning students for a new academic year; each room is 
designed for a single student, and each student is asked to list several acceptable options for the room they'd like to get. Students can have 
different preferences over rooms; some people might want larger rooms, quieter rooms, sunnier rooms, and so forth | and so the lists provided 
by the students may overlap in complex ways.

We can model the lists provided by the students using a graph, as follows. There is a node for each student, a node for each room, 
and an edge connecting a student to a room if the student has listed the room as an acceptable option. The pic shows an example 
with  five students and  five rooms (indicating, for instance, that the student named Vikram has listed each of Rooms 1, 2, and 3 as acceptable 
options, while the student named Wendy only listed Room 1).

This type of graph is bipartite. In a bipartite graph the nodes are divided into two categories, and each edge connects a node in one 
category to a node in the other category. In this case, the two categories are students and rooms. Such graphs are useful for modeling 
situations in which individuals or objects of one type are being assigned or matched up with individuals or objects of another type. 



Perfect Matching
• A Perfect Matching: when there are an equal number of 

nodes on each side of a bipartite graph, a perfect matching is 
an assignment of nodes on the left to nodes on the right, in 
such a way that

(i) each node is connected by an edge to the node it is assigned to, and 

(ii) no two nodes on the left are assigned to the same node on the right
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Perfect Matchings. Let's return to the task that the college dorm administrators were trying to solve: assigning each student a room that 
they'd be happy to accept. This task has a natural interpretation in terms of the graph we've just drawn: since the edges represent acceptable 
options for students, we want to assign a distinct room to each student, so that each student is assigned a room to which he or she is 
connected by an edge. The pic shows such an assignment, with the darkened edges indicating who gets which room.

We will refer to such an assignment as a 

perfect matching: When there are an equal number of nodes on each side of a bipartite graph, a perfect matching is an assignment of nodes 
on the left to nodes on the right, in such a way that 
(i) each node is connected by an edge to the node it is assigned to, and
(ii) no two nodes on the left are assigned to the same node on the right.

As this picture makes clear, there is an equivalent way to think about perfect matchings in terms of the edges that form the assignment: a 
perfect matching can also be viewed as a choice of edges in the bipartite graph so that each node is the endpoint of exactly one of the chosen 
edges.



Constricted Sets
• What if a bipartite graph has no perfect 

matching?
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Constricted Sets. If a bipartite graph has a perfect matching, it's easy to demonstrate this: you just indicate the edges that form the perfect 
matching. But what if a bipartite graph has no perfect matching? What could you show someone to convince them that there isn't one?

At first glance, this is not clear; one naturally worries that the only way to convince someone that there is no perfect matching is to plow 
through all the possibilities and show that no pairing works. But in fact there is a clean way to demonstrate that no perfect matching 
exists, based on the idea illustrated in the pic. First, pic(a) shows a bipartite graph that contains no perfect matching. In pic(b) we show a 
succinct reason why there is no perfect matching in this graph: the set consisting of Vikram, Wendy, and Xin, taken together, has collectively 
provided only two options for rooms that would be acceptable to any of them. With three people and only two acceptable rooms, there is 
clearly no way to construct a perfect matching - one of these three people would have to get an option they didn't want in any assignment 
of rooms. We call the set of three students in this example a constricted set, since their edges to the other side of the bipartite graph  
“constrict" the formation of a perfect matching.



Constricted Sets

• For any set of nodes, S, on the right side of 
a bipartite graph, the node on the left side 
is a neighbor of S, if it has an edge to 
some node in S

• neighbor set N(S)

• S is constricted if |S| > |N(S)|
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This example points to a general phenomenon, which we can make precise by defining in general what it means for a set to be 
constricted, as follows. First, for any set of nodes S on the right-hand side of a bipartite graph, we say that a node on the left-hand side is a 
neighbor of S if it has an edge to some node in S. We define the neighbor set of S, denoted N(S), to be the collection of all neighbors of S. 
Finally, we say that a set S on the right-hand side is
constricted if S is strictly larger than N(S) - that is, S contains strictly more nodes than N(S) does.

Any time there's a constricted set S in a bipartite graph, it immediately shows that there can be no perfect matching: each node in S would 
have to be matched to a different node in N(S), but there are more nodes in S than there are in N(S), so this is not possible.



Matching Theorem

• If there’s a constricted set S in a bipartite 
graph, it immediately shows that there can 
be no perfect matching

• So, the presence of a constricted set is the 
only obstacle to having a perfect matching
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Matching Theorem: 
If a bipartite graph (with equal number of nodes on the 
left and right) has no perfect matching, then it must 
contain a constricted set
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So it's fairly easy to see that constricted sets form one kind of obstacle to the presence of perfect matchings. What's also true, though far 
from obvious, is that constricted sets are in fact the only kind of obstacle. This is the crux of the following fact, known as the Matching 
Theorem.

Matching Theorem: If a bipartite graph (with equal numbers of nodes on the left and right) has no perfect matching, then it must 
contain a constricted set.

Without the theorem, one might have imagined that a bipartite graph could fail to have a perfect matching for all sorts of reasons, some of 
them perhaps even too complicated to explain; but what the theorem says is that the simple notion of a constricted set is in fact the only 
obstacle to having a perfect matching. For our purposes in this course, we will only need to use the fact that the Matching Theorem is true, 
without having to go into the details of its proof. 

One way to think about the Matching Theorem, using our example of students and rooms, is as follows. After the students submit their lists 
of acceptable rooms, it's easy for the dormitory administrators to explain to the students what happened, regardless of the 
outcome. Either they can announce the perfect matching giving the assignment of students to rooms, or they can explain that no assignment 
is possible by indicating a set of students who collectively gave too small a set of acceptable options. This latter case is a constricted set.



Valuations and Optimal Assignments
• Market in a very simple form: 

✦ individuals express their preferences => 

✦ perfect matching allocates objects according to the preferences 
=> 

✦ if there is no perfect matching, it is because of a “constriction”

• Now suppose, we allow each individual to express how much 
they’d like each object in numerical form
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The problem of bipartite matching from the previous section illustrates some aspects of a market in a very simple form: individuals express 
preferences in the form of acceptable options; a perfect matching then solves the problem of allocating objects to individuals 
according to these preferences; and if there is no perfect matching, it is because of a “constriction" in the system that blocks it.

We now want to extend this model to introduce some additional features. First, rather than expressing preferences simply as binary 
“acceptable-or-not" choices, we allow each individual to express how much they'd like each object, in numerical form. In our example of 
students and dorm rooms from, suppose that rather than specifying a list of acceptable rooms, each student provides a numerical score for 
each room, indicating how happy they'd be with it. We will refer to these numbers as the students' valuations for the respective rooms. 
Figure shows an example of this with three students and three rooms; for instance, Xin's valuations for Rooms 1, 2, and 3 are 12, 2, and 4 
respectively (while Yoram's valuations for Rooms 1, 2, and 3 are 8, 7, and 6 respectively). Notice that students may disagree on which rooms 
are better, and by how much.



Valuations and Optimal Assignments

• The quality of an assignment of objects to individuals - 
is the sum of each individual’s valuation for what they get

• For example, on the pic the quality=12+6+5=23

• Optimal assignment - when the assignment maximizes 
the total happiness of everyone for what they get
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We can define valuations whenever we have a collection of individuals evaluating a collection of objects. And using these valuations, we 
can evaluate the quality of an assignment of objects to individuals, as follows: it is the sum of each individual's valuation for what 
they get.

 Thus, for example, the quality of the assignment illustrated in the pic is 12 + 6 + 5 = 23.



Prices and the 
Market-Clearing Property

• So far, we assumed there a “central 
administrator” who determines the perfect 
matching or an optimal assignment

• Real markets have less central coordinations 
- instead: prices and valuations coordinate 

• If there is a scheme for pricing items then  
individuals produce optimal assignments if 
they just follow their own self-interest based 
on valuations
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Thus far, we have been using the metaphor of a central “administrator" who determines a perfect matching, or an optimal assignment, 
by collecting data from everyone and then performing a centralized computation. And while there are clearly instances of market-like activity 
that function this way (such as our example of students and dorm rooms), a more standard picture of a market involves much less central 
coordination, with individuals making decisions based on prices and their own valuations.

Capturing this latter idea brings us to the crucial step in our formulation of matching markets: understanding the way in which prices can serve 
to decentralize the market. We will see that if we replace the role of the central administrator by a particular scheme for pricing items, 
then allowing individuals to follow their own self-interest based on valuations and prices can still produce optimal assignments.



Prices and Payoffs
• Collection of sellers

• Collection of buyers

• A buyer j has a valuation of item held by seller i : vij

• Each seller i puts his item up for sale for the price 
pi >=0

• Buyer’s payoff = vij - pi => Buyers want to maximize vij 
- pi

• if vij - pi < 0, the buyer prefers not to buy (then his 
payoff=0)

• Buyer can have his preferred seller - the one that 
maximizes his payoff
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Let's change the housing metaphor slightly, from students and dorm rooms to one where the role of prices is more natural. 

Suppose that we have a collection of sellers, each with a house for sale, and an equal-sized collection of buyers, each of whom wants a 
house. By analogy with the previous section, each buyer has a valuation for each house, and as before, two different buyers may have very 
different valuations for the same houses. The valuation that a buyer j has for the house held by seller i will be denoted vij , with the subscripts 
i and j indicating that the valuation depends on both the identity of the seller i and the buyer j. We also assume that each valuation is a non-
negative whole number (0; 1; 2; ...). 

Suppose that each seller i puts his house up for sale, offering to sell it for a price pi >= 0. If a buyer j buys the house from seller i at this price, 
we will say that the buyer's payoff is her valuation for this house, minus the amount of money she had to pay: vij - pi. 

So given a set of prices, if buyer j wants to maximize her payoff, she will buy from the seller i for which this quantity vij -pi is maximized. First, 
if this quantity is maximized in a tie between several sellers, then the buyer can maximize her payoff by choosing any one of them. Second, if 
her payoff vij - pi is negative for every choice of seller i, then the buyer would prefer not to buy any house: we assume she can obtain a payoff 
of 0 by simply not transacting.

We will call the seller or sellers that maximize the payoff for buyer j the preferred sellers of buyer j, provided the payoff from these sellers is 
not negative. We say that buyer j has no preferred seller if the payoffs vij - pi are negative for all choices of i.



Prices and Payoffs

• Sellers a,b and c and buyers x,y,z

• preferred seller graph
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(a) Three sellers (a, b, and c) and three buyers (x, y, and z). For each buyer node, the
valuations for the houses of the respective sellers appear in a list next to the node. (b) Each buyer creates a
link to her preferred seller. The resulting set of edges is the preferred-seller graph for this set of prices.



Market-Clearing Prices
• A set of prices is market-clearing if the resulting preferred-seller graph 

has a perfect matching
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Market-Clearing Prices. Pic(b) has the particularly nice property that if each buyer simply claims the house that she likes best, each buyer 
ends up with a different house: somehow the prices have perfectly resolved the contention for houses. And this happens despite the fact 
that each of the three buyers value the house of seller a the highest; it is the high price of 5 that dissuades buyers y and z from pursuing this 
house.

We will call such a set of prices market-clearing, since they cause each house to get bought by a different buyer. In contrast, Figure(c) 
shows an example of prices that are not market-clearing, since buyers x and z both want the house offered by seller a - so in this case, when 
each buyer pursues the house that maximizes their payoff, the contention for houses is not resolved. (Notice that although each of a, b, and c 
is a preferred seller for y, since they all give y equal payoffs, this does not help with the contention between x and z.)

Figure(d) illustrates one further subtlety in the notion of market-clearing prices. Here, if the buyers coordinate so that each chooses the 
appropriate preferred seller, then each buyer gets a different house. (This requires that y take c's house and z take b's house.)

Since it is possible to eliminate contention using preferred sellers, we will say that this set of prices is market-clearing as well, even 
though a bit of coordination is required due to ties in the maximum payoffs. In some cases, ties like this may be inevitable: for example, if 
all buyers have the same valuations for everything, then no choice of prices will break this symmetry.



Properties of Market-Clearing Prices

• Market-clearing prices always present:

• The relationship between market-clearing prices and social 
welfare:
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Existence of Market-Clearing Prices: 
For any set of buyer valuations, there exists a set of market-clearing 
prices

Optimality of Market-Clearing Prices: 
For any set of market-clearing prices, a perfect-matching in the 
resulting preferred-seller graph has the maximum total valuation of any 
assignment of sellers to buyers

• Let M be a perfect-matching; Total payoff - is the sum of each buyer’s payoff

• The total payoff of M - is the maximum total payoff of any assignment

• Total Payoff of M = Total Valuation of M - Sum of all prices
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Properties of Market-Clearing Prices. In a way, market-clearing prices feel a bit too good to be true: if sellers set prices the right way, then 
self-interest runs its course and (potentially with a bit of coordination over tie-breaking) all the buyers get out of each other's way and claim 
different houses. We've seen that such prices can be achieved in one very small example; but in fact, something much more general is 
true:

Existence of Market-Clearing Prices: For any set of buyer valuations, there exists a set of market-clearing prices.

So market-clearing prices are not just a fortuitous outcome in certain cases; they are always present. This is far from obvious, and we will turn 
shortly to a method for constructing market-clearing prices that, in the process, proves they always exist.

Before doing this, we consider another natural question: the relationship between market-clearing prices and social welfare. Just because 
market-clearing prices resolve the contention among buyers, causing them to get different houses, does this mean that the total valuation of 
the resulting assignment will be good? In fact, there is something very strong that can be said here as well: market-clearing prices (for this 
buyer-seller matching problem) always provide socially optimal outcomes:

Optimality of Market-Clearing Prices: For any set of market-clearing prices, a perfect matching in the resulting preferred-seller 
graph has the maximum total valuation of any assignment of sellers to buyers.

Compared with the previous claim on the existence of market-clearing prices, this fact about optimality can be justified by a much shorter, if 
somewhat subtle, argument.

The argument is as follows. Consider a set of market-clearing prices, and let M be a perfect matching in the preferred-seller graph. Now, 
consider the total payoff of this matching, defined simply as the sum of each buyer's payoff for what she gets. Since each buyer is grabbing a 
house that maximizes her payoff individually, M has the maximum total payoff of any assignment of houses to buyers. Now how does total 
payoff relate to total valuation, which is what we're hoping that M maximizes? If buyer j chooses house i, then her valuation is vij and her 
payoff is vij - pi. Thus, the total payoff to all buyers is simply the total valuation, minus the sum of all prices:

Total Payoff of M = Total Valuation of M - Sum of all prices:

But the sum of all prices is something that doesn't depend on which matching we choose (it's just the sum of everything the sellers are asking 
for, regardless of how they get paired up with buyers). So a matching M that maximizes the total payoff is also one that maximizes the total 
valuation. This completes the argument.



Properties of Market-Clearing Prices

• If we think not only about buyers’ payoffs 
maximization, but about all participants: buyers and 
sellers, then:

• A total buyers’ payoff = Total valuation - Sum of all 
prices

• A total sellers’ payoff = Sum of all prices

• A total payoff = total valuation
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Optimality of Market-Clearing Prices (equivalent version): 
A set of market-clearing prices, and a perfect matching in the resulting 
preferred-seller graph, produces the maximum possible sum of payoffs 
to all sellers and buyers
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There is another important way of thinking about the optimality of market-clearing prices, which turns out to be essentially equivalent to the 
formulation we've just described. 

Suppose that instead of thinking about the total valuation of the matching, we think about the total of the payoffs received by all 
participants in the market - both the sellers and the buyers. For a buyer, her payoff is defined as above: it is her valuation for the house 
she gets minus the price she pays. A seller's payoff is simply the amount of money he receives in payment for his house. Therefore, in any 
matching, the total of the payoffs to all the sellers is simply equal to the sum of the prices (since they all get paid, and it doesn't matter which 
buyer pays which seller). Above, we just argued that the total of the payoffs to all the buyers is equal to the total valuation of the matching M, 
minus the sum of all prices. Therefore, the total of the payoffs to all participants - both the sellers and the buyers - is exactly equal to the total 
valuation of the matching M; the point is that the prices detract from the total buyer payoff by exactly the amount that they contribute to the 
total seller payoff, and hence the sum of the prices cancels out completely from this calculation. Therefore, to maximize the total payoffs to 
all participants, we want prices and a matching that lead to the maximum total valuation, and this is achieved by using market-
clearing prices and a perfect matching in the resulting preferred-seller graph. We can summarize this as follows.

Optimality of Market-Clearing Prices (equivalent version): A set of market-clearing prices, and a perfect matching in the resulting 
preferred-seller graph, produces the maximum possible sum of payoffs to all sellers and buyers.



Why Market-Clearing Prices Must 
Always Exist

1. We will take an arbitrary set of buyer 
valuations and describe a procedure (it is 
an auction) that ends up with market-
clearing prices

2. We will show that such a procedure must 
always come to an end
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Constructing a Set of Market-Clearing Prices

• Here is a procedure that arrives at market-clearing 
prices (an auction):

(I) At the start, there is a set of prices, with the smallest one 
equal to 0

(II) We construct the preferred-seller graph and check whether 
there is a perfect matching

(III)If there is, we’re done: the current prices are market-clearing

(IV)If not, we find a constricted set of buyers, S, and their 
neighbors N(S)

(V) Each seller in N(S) simultaneously raises his price by one 
unit

(VI)Begin the next round of the auction using these new prices
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Now let's turn to the harder challenge: understanding why market-clearing prices must always exist. We're going to do this by taking an 
arbitrary set of buyer valuations, and describing a procedure that arrives at market-clearing prices. The procedure will in fact be a kind of 
auction.

Here's how the auction works. Initially all sellers set their prices to 0. Buyers react by choosing their preferred seller(s), and we look at the 
resulting preferred-seller graph. If this graph has a perfect matching we're done. Otherwise - and this is the key point - there is a constricted 
set of buyers S. Consider the set of neighbors N(S), which is a set of sellers. The buyers in S only want what the sellers in N(S) have to sell, 
but there are fewer sellers in N(S) than there are buyers in S. So the sellers in N(S) are in “high demand" - too many buyers are interested in 
them. They respond by each raising their prices by one unit, and the auction then continues.

There's one more ingredient, which is a reduction operation on the prices. It will be useful to have our prices scaled so that the smallest one is 
0. Thus, if we ever reach a point where all prices are strictly greater than 0 - suppose the smallest price has value p > 0 - then we reduce the 
prices by subtracting p from each one. This drops the lowest price to 0, and shifts all other prices by the same relative amount.

A general round of the auction looks like what we've just described.
(i) At the start of each round, there is a current set of prices, with the smallest
one equal to 0.
(ii) We construct the preferred-seller graph and check whether there is a perfect
matching.
(iii) If there is, we're done: the current prices are market-clearing.
(iv) If not, we find a constricted set of buyers S and their neighbors N(S).
(v) Each seller in N(S) (simultaneously) raises his price by one unit.
(vi) If necessary, we reduce the prices - the same amount is subtracted from
each price so that the smallest price becomes zero.
(vii) We now begin the next round of the auction, using these new prices.



Constructing a Set of Market-Clearing Prices:
An Example of Auction Process
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The example on the slide illustrates two aspects of this auction that should be emphasized. 

First, in any round where the set of “over-demanded" sellers N(S) consists of more than one individual, all the sellers in this set raise their 
prices simultaneously. For example, in the third round, the set N(S) consists of both a and b, and so they both raise their prices so as to 
produce the prices used for the start of the fourth round. Second, while the auction procedure shown in the pic produces the market-clearing 
prices shown in pic(d), we know from pic(b) that there can be other market-clearing prices for the same set of buyer valuations.



Showing That the Auction 
Must Come to an End

• The only way it can come to an end - if it reaches a set 
of market-clearing prices

• “Potential energy” - draining out of the auction as it runs

• Potential of a buyer = maximum payoff she can get

• Potential of a seller = his current price

• Potential energy of the auction = potentials of a all 
buyers + potentials of all sellers

• The potential drains out on steps (v): sellers raise prices 
(their potential goes up) - but buyers’ potential goes 
down; |sellers| < |buyers| => overall potential decreases 
at least one unit
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Here is how we define this notion of potential energy precisely. For any current set of prices, define the potential of a buyer to be the 
maximum payoff she can currently get from any seller. This is the buyer's potential payoff; the buyer will actually get this payoff if the current 
prices are market-clearing prices. We also define the potential of a seller to be the current price he is charging. This is the seller's potential 
payoff; the seller will actually get this payoff if the current prices are market-clearing prices. Finally, we define the potential energy of the 
auction to be the sum of the potential of all participants, both buyers and
sellers.

How does the potential energy of the auction behave as we run it? It begins with all sellers having potential 0, and each buyer having a 
potential equal to her maximum valuation for any house | so the potential energy of the auction at the start is some whole number P0 >= 0. 
Also, notice that at the start of each round of the auction, everyone has potential at least 0. The sellers always have potential at least 0 since 
the prices are always at least 0. Because of the price-reduction step in every round, the lowest price is always 0, and therefore each buyer is 
always doing at least as well as the option of buying a 0-cost item, which gives a payoff of at least 0. (This also means that each buyer has at 
least one preferred seller at the start of each round.) Finally, since the potentials of the sellers and buyers are all at least 0 at the start of each 
round, so is the potential energy of the auction. Now, the potential only changes when the prices change, and this only happens in steps (v). 
Notice that the reduction of prices, as defined above, does not change the potential energy of the auction: if we subtract p from each price, 
then the potential of each seller drops by p, but the potential of each buyer goes up by p | it all cancels out. 

Finally, what happens to the potential energy of the auction in step (v), when the sellers in N(S) all raise their prices by one unit? Each of 
these sellers' potentials goes up by one unit. But the potential of each buyer in S goes down by one unit, since all their preferred houses just 
got more expensive. Since S has strictly more nodes than N(S) does, this means that the potential energy of the auction goes down by at 
least one unit more than it goes up, so it strictly decreases by at least one unit.



How Does This Relate to
Second-Price Auctions?

• In second-price auctions, we had n and a single seller 
auctioning an item

• Let’s add n-1 fake sellers with price 0, and buyers’ 
valuations 0

• As the real seller raises the price, buyers drop out, and 
the last buyer will buy with the second-highest price 
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Suppose we have a set of n buyers and a single seller auctioning an item; let buyer j have valuation vj for the item. To map this to our model 
based on perfect matchings, we need an equal number of buyers and sellers, but this is easily dealt with: we create n - 1 “fake" additional 
sellers (who conceptually represent n - 1 different ways to fail to acquire the item), and we give buyer j a valuation of 0 for the item offered by 
each of these fake sellers. With the real seller labeled 1, this means we have v1j = vj , the valuation of buyer j for the real item; and vij = 0 for 
larger values of i.

Now we have a genuine instance of our bipartite graph model: from a perfect matching of buyers to sellers, we can see which buyer ends up 
paired with the real seller (this is the buyer who gets the item), and from a set of market-clearing prices, we will see what the real item sells 
for. Moreover, the price-raising procedure to produce market-clearing prices | based on finding constricted sets|has a natural meaning here as 
well. The execution of the procedure
on a simple example is shown in Figure 10.7. Initially, all buyers will identify the real seller as their preferred seller (assuming that they all have 
positive valuations for the item). The first constricted set S we find is the set of all buyers, and N(S) is just the single real seller.

Thus, the seller raises his price by one unit. This continues as long as at least two buyers have the real seller as their unique preferred seller: 
they form a constricted set S with N(S) equal to the real seller, and this seller raises his price by a unit. The prices of the fake items remain  
fixed at 0 throughout the auction. Finally, when all but one buyer has identified other sellers as preferred sellers, the graph has a perfect 
matching. This happens at precisely the
moment that the buyer with the second-highest valuation drops out | in other words, the buyer with the highest valuation gets the item, and 
pays the second-highest valuation. So the bipartite graph procedure precisely implements an ascending bid (English) auction.



Bargaining and Power in 
Networks

• Some formal principles of how node’s 
network position affects its power
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In this part, we formulate a perspective on power in networks that can help us further refine our predictions for the outcomes of different 
participants. This perspective arises dominantly from research in sociology, and it addresses not just economic transactions, but also a range 
of social interactions more generally that are mediated by networks. We will develop a set of formal principles that aim to capture some subtle 
distinctions in how a node's network position affects its power. The goal will be to create a succinct mathematical framework enabling 
predictions of which nodes have power, and how much power they have, for arbitrary networks.



Power in Social Networks
• The notion of power is a central issue in sociology

• Power is not so much a property of an individual as it 
is a property of a relation between two individuals

• The way in which the value in the relationship is 
divided between the two parties - social exchange

• In a social network, an individual can be more 
powerful  because he occupies a more dominant 
position in the social network

• Network exchange theory studies social 
imbalances with respect to the social network 
structure
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The notion of power is a central issue in sociology, and it has been studied in many forms. Like many related notions, a fundamental 
question is the extent to which power is a property of
individuals (i.e. someone is particularly powerful because of their own exceptional attributes) and the extent to which it is a property of network 
structure (i.e. someone is particularly powerful because they hold a pivotal position in the underlying social structure).

The goal here is to understand power not just as a property of agents in economic settings, or in legal or political settings, but in social 
interaction more generally | in the roles people play in groups of friends, in communities, or in organizations. A particular focus is on the way in 
which power is manifested between pairs of people linked by edges in a larger social network. Indeed, as Richard Emerson has observed in 
his fundamental work on this subject, power is not so much a property of an individual as it is a property of a relation between two 
individuals | it makes more sense to study the conditions under which one person has power over another, rather than simply asserting that a 
particular person is “powerful".

In some cases this imbalance in a relationship may be almost entirely the result of the personalities of the two people involved. But in other 
cases, it may also be a function of the larger social network in which the two people are embedded - one person may be more powerful in a 
relationship because they occupy a more dominant position in the social network, with greater access to social opportunities outside this 
single relationship. In this latter case, the imbalance in the relationship may be rooted in considerations of network structure, and transcend 
the individual characteristics of the two people involved. The ways in which social imbalances and power can be partly rooted in the structure 
of the social network has motivated the growth of a research area in sociology known as network exchange theory.



An Example of a Powerful Network 
Position

• Intuitively, B has a powerful position

(I) Dependence.  A and C are completely depended on B as a source of 
value

(II) Exclusion. B has the ability to exclude A and C

(III) Betweenness. The value flows across edges. B has high betweenness 
because he is the unique access point between multiple different pairs 
of nodes
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An Example of a Powerful Network Position. It is useful to discuss this in the context of a simple example. Consider the group of five friends 
depicted in Figure 12.1,with strong friendships indicated by the social network links. Intuitively, node B appears to hold a powerful position in 
the network, and in particular to be powerful relative to two of her three neighbors, A and C. What general principle or principles should lead us 
to this conclusion? Here are several proposals, which we state informally here but make more precise in what follows.

(i) Dependence. Recalling that social relations confer value, nodes A and C are completely
dependent on B as a source of such value; B on the other hand, has multiple sources.
(ii) Exclusion. Related to (i), B has the ability to exclude A and C. In particular, suppose
each person were to choose a “best friend" in the group; then B has the unilateral
power to choose one of A and C, excluding the other. (However, B does not have the
analogous power over D.)
(iii) Betweenness. If we believe that the value generated in social relations flows not just across single edges but more generally along paths, 
then we are led to consider notions such as betweenness. Betweenness was considered extensively before; for our purposes here, it is 
enough to think informally of a node as having high betweenness if it lies on paths (and particularly short paths) between many pairs of other 
nodes. In our example, B has high betweenness because she is the unique access point between multiple different pairs of nodes in the 
network, and this potentially confers power.

More generally, betweenness is one example of a centrality measure that tries to find the “central" points in a network.



Experimental Studies of Power and Exchange

• “Social value” in laboratory conditions

• The value that relationship produce is 
represented by an amount of money that the 
participants in a relationship get to share

• People placed at the nodes of a graph 
representing the social network

• Fixed sum of money is placed on each edge of a 
graph, nodes negotiate to divide up the money

• Each node can take part in a division with only 
one neighbor
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While all of these principles are presumably at work in many situations, it is difficult to make precise or quantify their effects in most real-world 
settings. As a result, researchers have turned to laboratory experiments in which they ask test subjects to take part in stylized forms of social 
exchange under controlled conditions. This style of research grew into an active experimental program carried out by a number of research 
groups in network exchange theory. The basic idea underlying the experiments is to take the notion of “social value" and represent it 
under laboratory conditions using a concrete economic framework. In these experiments, the value that relationships produce is 
represented by an amount of money that the participants in a relationship get to share. This does not mean, however, that an individual 
necessarily cares only about the amount of money that he receives. As we shall see, it's clear from the results that even subjects in the 
experiments may also care about other aspects of the relationship, such as the fairness of the sharing.

While the details vary across experiments, here is the set-up for a typical one. Roughly, people are placed at the nodes of a small graph 
representing a social network; a  fixed sum of money is placed on each edge of a graph; and nodes joined by an edge negotiate over how the 
money placed between them should be divided up. The final, crucial part of the set-up is that each node can take part in a division with only 
one neighbor, and so is faced with
the choice not just of how large a share to seek, but also with whom. The experiment is run over multiple periods to allow for repeated 
interaction by the participants, and we study the divisions of money after many rounds. Thus the general notion of “social value" on edges is 
implemented using a specific economic metaphor: the value is represented using money, and people are negotiating explicitly over how to 
divide it up. We will mainly focus on the 1-exchange rule, unless noted otherwise.

We can view the 1-exchange rule as encoding the notion of choosing “best friends",which we discussed earlier when we talked about 
exclusion. That is, the 1-exchange rule models a setting in which the nodes are trying to form partnerships: each node wants to be in a 
partnership; and subject to this, the node wants to get a reasonable share of the value implicit in this partnership.



Results of Network Exchange 
Experiments

• What sorts of principles can be inferred about power in 
these types of exchange situations

• The Two-Node Path: 
two people are given a fixed amount of time to agree on a 
way to split $1. Equal split

• The Three-Node Path: 
B has power over A and C
one of A or C must be excluded from an exchange => they 
tend to ask for less in the next round
With repeated exclusions of A and C, B gets ~5/6 of the 
money (experiments show)
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The 2-Node Path. The 2-node path is as simple as it gets: two people are given a fixed amount of time in which to agree on a way to split $1. 
Yet even this simple setting introduces a lot of conceptual complexity | a large amount of work in game theory has been devoted precisely to 
the problem of reasoning about outcomes when two parties with oppositely aligned interests sit down to negotiate. 

The 3-Node Path. On a 3-node path with nodes labeled A, B, and C in order, node B intuitively has power over both A and C. For example, 
as B negotiates with A, she has the ability to fall back on her alternative with C, while A has no other alternatives. The same reasoning applies 
to B's negotiations with C. Moreover, at least one of A or C must be excluded from an exchange in each round. In experiments, one  finds that 
subjects who are excluded tend to ask for less in the next round in the hope of becoming included. Thus, the repeated exclusion of A and C 
tends to drive down what they ask for, and one  finds in practice that B indeed receives the overwhelming majority of the money in her 
exchanges (roughly 5=6 in one recent set of experiments).

An interesting variation on this experiment is to modify the 1-exchange rule to allow B to take part in two exchanges in each round. One now 
finds that B negotiates on roughly equal footing with both A and C. This is consistent with the notions of dependence and exclusion discussed 
earlier: in order for B to achieve half the value from each exchange in each round, she needs A and C as much as they need her. This result 
for the version in which B is allowed two exchanges is less consistent with satiation, however: if B were becoming satiated by money twice as 
quickly as A and C, one could expect to start seeing an effect in which A and C need to offer unequal splits to B in order to keep B interested. 
But this is not what actually happens.



Results of Network Exchange Experiments

• The Four-Node Path: A and D in weak positions, 
but here B is not as powerful as in the 3-node path, 
because if C can exclude B
weak power in A-B exchange: B gets between 7/12 
and 2/3 of the money (experiments show)

• The Five-Node Path: C -central but weak! because 
B and D have attractive alternatives in A and E
This shows how centrality notions like betweenness 
can be misleading measures of power in exchange 
networks
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The 4-Node Path. The 4-node path is already significantly more subtle than the previous two examples. There is an outcome in which all 
nodes take part in an exchange - A
exchanges with B and C exchanges with D - but there is also an outcome in which B and C exchange with each other while excluding A and 
D.

Thus, B should have some amount of power over A, but it is a weaker kind of power than in the 3-node path. In the 3-node path, B could 
exclude A and seek an exchange with C, who has no other options. In the 4-node path, on the other hand, if B excludes A, then B herself pays 
a price by having to seek an exchange with C, who already has an attractive alternative in D. In other words, B's threat to exclude A is a costly 
one to actually execute.
Experiments bear out this notion of weak power: in A-B exchanges, B gets roughly between 7/12 and 2/3 of the money, but not more.

The 5-Node Path. Paths of length 5 introduce a further subtlety: node C, which intuitively occupies the “central" position in the network, is in 
fact weak when the 1-exchange rule is used. This is because C's only opportunities for exchange are with B and D, and each of these nodes 
have very attractive alternatives in A and E respectively. Thus, C can be excluded from exchange almost as easily as A and E can. Put 
succinctly, C's partners for negotiation all have access to very weak nodes as alternatives, and this makes C weak as well.

In experiments, one finds that C does slightly better than A and E do, but only slightly. Thus, the 5-node path shows that simple centrality 
notions like betweenness can be misleading measures of power in some kinds of exchange networks. Note that the weakness of C really 
does depend on the fact that the 1-exchange rule is used. Suppose, for example, that we instead allowed A, C, and E to take part in one 
exchange each, but allowed B and D to take part in two exchanges each. Then suddenly each of B and D need C to make full use of their 
exchange opportunities, and C is now the node with the ability to exclude some of his exchange partners.



Results of Network Exchange Experiments:
Other networks

• Since B has ability to exclude A and C, he 
tends to achieve highly favorable 
exchange with them => B and D almost 
never exchange => D and E exchange 
equally

• “Stem graph”: C and D typically 
exchange with each other
B has a power advantage in her dealing 
with A, but it is a weak power advantage, 
since to exclude A she has to exchange 
with C or D
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For example, the graph in Figure 12.1 has been extensively studied by network exchange theorists. Since B has the ability to exclude both A 
and C, she tends to achieve highly favorable exchanges with them. Given these two alternatives, B and D almost never exchange; as a result, 
D doesn't have a realistic second option besides E, and hence D and E tend to exchange on roughly equal footing. All these observations are 
borne out by the experimental
results.

Another interesting example that has been extensively studied is the \stem graph" shown in Figure 12.3. Here, C and D typically exchange 
with each other, while B exchanges with A, obtaining favorable terms. The position of node B in this network is conceptually similar to the 
position of B in the 4-node-path: in the stem graph, B has a power advantage in her dealings with A, but it is a weak power advantage, since 
to exclude A she has to exchange with C or D, who each have exchange options in each other. Experiments have shown that node B in the 
stem graph makes slightly more money than node B in the 4-node path, and there is an intuitive, if somewhat subtle, reason for this: B's threat 
over A in the 4-node path is to negotiate with the comparably powerful node C, while B's threat in the stem graph is to negotiate with people 
who are slightly weaker.



An Unstable Network

• Pathological network where negotiations 
tend to drag out until the very end with 
unpredictable outcomes

• say, A and B are wrapping up negotiations, 
then C will be willing to break into the A-B 
negotiations up to the very end

• C would offer almost everything for A or B

• If C breaks up A-B negotiations, organizing 
A-C, then B will start doing the same

• This process would cycle indefinitely
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An Unstable Network. A common theme in all the networks we have discussed thus far is that the negotiations among participants tend to 
wrap up reliably by the time limit, with fairly consistent outcomes. But there exist pathological networks in which negotiations tend to drag out 
until the very end, with unpredictable individual outcomes for the participants. To see why this might happen, we consider the simplest of 
these pathological examples: three nodes each connected to each other. It is not hard to see what happens when an exchange experiment is 
run on the triangle. Only one exchange can be completed among the three nodes; so as time is running out, two of the nodes - say, A and B - 
will be wrapping up negotiations, while the third node (C in this case) is completely left out and stands to get nothing. This means that C will 
be willing to break into the A-B negotiations up to the very end, offering an exchange to either of these nodes in which they get almost 
everything as long as C can get a small amount. If this happens - say that C breaks up the A-B negotiations by offering highly favorable terms 
to A - then there will be a different node left out (B in this case), who will in turn be willing to offer highly favorable terms to get back in on an 
exchange.

This process, by itself, would cycle indefinitely - with some node always left out and trying anything to get back in - and it is only brought to a 
halt by the arbitrary arrival of the time limit. Under these conditions, you have nodes “playing for the last shot," with the outcome for any one 
node correspondingly hard to predict.

Again, this is not an issue that comes up in any of the earlier examples we discussed; what's different in the triangle network is that no 
matter what tentative exchanges are being planned, excluded nodes have a natural way to “break in" to the negotiations. This 
prevents the outcome from ever stabilizing across the network. It is also worth noting that the mere presence of a triangle in a larger 
network does not necessarily cause problems: for example, the stem graph in Figure contains a triangle, but the exchange possibilities 
provided by the additional node A allows for robust outcomes in which A exchanges with B and C and D exchange with each other. The 
problem with a “free-standing" triangle is fundamentally different: here, there is always a node who is left out, and yet has the ability to do 
something about it.
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Chapters: 10.1 - 10.5; 12.1-12.3
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The Structure of The Web
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